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World Youth Skills Day

Don’t CRY 

all over the world on July 15
th

, to spread the message of UNESCO for fostering

youth worldwide. Skills are the key to counting prosperity and social upliftment.

According to the latest survey almost 73.4billion people all over the world are

and 7% of the youth are underemployed

human skills, personal skills, leadership skills, language skills and team work skills, which are the 

most important skills to be developed for the sustainable development of the world’s youth.

Sri Venkatesh S.V, CEO, RIIIT

the engineering graduates as vanilla graduates as they are all equally qualified and each of them 

compete with each other to find a job. 

individual to carve out a lucrative career for oneself. The latest survey states that India has to create 

at least 2 crore jobs annually to employ allthe engineers it produces every year. Well developed 
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World Youth Skills Day-2019 

Don’t CRY – Please TRY  

- Venkatesh S V, CEO, RIIIT

The theme of the year’s World youth 

Skills Day was “learning to learn

learning must not end in the classroom

“Learning to learn” can mean a lot of things, 

learning is about curiosity which

passion for something or having a

interest in something. 

World Youth Skills Day was

to spread the message of UNESCO for fostering 

worldwide. Skills are the key to counting prosperity and social upliftment. 

According to the latest survey almost 73.4billion people all over the world are

are underemployed. Lack of adequate skills contributed to this.Skills include 

human skills, personal skills, leadership skills, language skills and team work skills, which are the 

most important skills to be developed for the sustainable development of the world’s youth.

, RIIIT, Mysuru,was the lead speaker on the occasion. He 

the engineering graduates as vanilla graduates as they are all equally qualified and each of them 

compete with each other to find a job. “It is necessary to nurture the inherent skills in each 

dual to carve out a lucrative career for oneself. The latest survey states that India has to create 

jobs annually to employ allthe engineers it produces every year. Well developed 
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The theme of the year’s World youth 

learning to learn”emphasizing 

learning must not end in the classroom. 

can mean a lot of things, 

which comes from a 

passion for something or having a spark of 

World Youth Skills Day was celebrated 

 skills among the 

According to the latest survey almost 73.4billion people all over the world are unemployed 

ntributed to this.Skills include 

human skills, personal skills, leadership skills, language skills and team work skills, which are the 

most important skills to be developed for the sustainable development of the world’s youth. 

was the lead speaker on the occasion. He termed 

the engineering graduates as vanilla graduates as they are all equally qualified and each of them 

It is necessary to nurture the inherent skills in each 

dual to carve out a lucrative career for oneself. The latest survey states that India has to create 

jobs annually to employ allthe engineers it produces every year. Well developed 
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countries are progressing at a rapid pace with abundance of skilled youth compared to the under 

developed countries. The fatalistic attitude of the third world countries add to this problem. Instead 

of crying over lost opportunities the youth must replace CRY with TRY and use CRY as fuel to 

achieve goals”, he said. 

In the PPT, the motivational video of Ms. Jessica and Mr.Dereck Redmont was displayed. 

Ms Jessica fought her physical incapability and successfully became a pilot through her sheer hard 

work. “Success is not something to wait for, it is something to work for, and it is not a matter 

of chance but choice.” 

He was all praise for the bold steps initiated by 

SimhaSubbamahalakshmi First Grade College aimed at making 

‘imparting of education integrated with real life’.  

Sri Venkatesh cited from his own life’s experience to 

drive home the idea of ‘ever getting engaged with the positive work all the time’ to become giants 

in the field of anything. “My hard work has carried me into PM’s Skill Advisory Panel”, he said.  

Dr. K V Prabhakar, Director, narrated the newly undertaken experiments of the college to 

enhance skill and empower youth through a series of interventions like Add on and Interface 

programs. Anil. M, HoD, Department of English welcomed and also presented vote of thanks. 

About seventy students and a dozen other members attended the program. 

Sincere thanks for opportunity to interact with your students. I’m 

happy to associate with your institution always.    - Venkatesh S V, CEO, RIIIT 

 

Hardware Workshop 

 
Sri.Mahadevappa, System analyst, GSSSIETW, 

conducted a workshop on ‘Hardware Assembly’ for 

BCA students as part of World youth Skill Day. 

 
 

17 �� 2019 �� ಪ� �� 	� ಂ�	ಲದ �.�.ಎ�. 

��ೕ� ಅವರ ಅಧ� ��ಯ�  	� !� ಪಕ#ಗಳ ಸ'ಯ()  ನ+, 

��-ಂಗಳ ಮಧ� ಂತರ 0�1ಕ ವರ� ಮ23  ಇತರ 5ಷಯಗಳ()  
ಸ'ಯ�  ಚ89, :ಖ�ಸ<=2. 
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�.�.�ಣ��ದ�  	ಜ��  ಅವರ ‘ತಬರನಕ�ʼ ಆ��ತ 

��� �ೕ��, ಕ�  ಚನ ಮ#$  ಚ%� 

 16 - 17 �� 2019 �� ‘�>ೕರ?ʼನ�  A. 

B.Cಣ9Eದ�  Fಜ,H ಯವರ ‘ತಬರನಕJ ʼಆ!Lತ 

,MNವ()  5:� O9ಗP 5ೕQR ,ದ#. Sತರ ಇಂT U 

5�ಗದ Vಖ� ಸW ದ X� ೕ ಅMY. ಎಂ, �.,,ಎ 5�ಗದ 

5:� O9Mಯದ Z. ಉ\ ಎ�. ಆ] ಮ23  Eದನ.ಆ] 

ಅವ# Fಜ,H ಯವರ ತಬರನ ಕJಯ()  ^8,ದ#. Sತರ 

5:� O9ಗP ,MN ಮ23  ಕJಗಳ()  _ಲMಕ^T ಗಮM, 
ಚ`9Naದ#. ಸbಯಕ 	� !� ಪಕ#ಗcದ Z.B� dಂಕ, X� ೕ �ಬ� ಮಣ� , 5:� O9ಗcದ 

ದಶ9f, ಮಹಮh ಉಮ], �ih, jH -, ZN] ಇವ#ಗP ತಮk  ಅl	� ಯಗಳ()  

m�Aಯ�  na,ದ#. 5:� O9ಗP ಚ`9ಯ�  �ಗವo,ದ#. ಅಂ-ಮ^T ,MN 

ಮ23  ಕJಯ ZL2 ಕನ) ಡ 5�ಗದ 

Vಖ� ಸW ದ �.�.ಎ�. ��ೕ� ಅವ# 

Nತqrs3  – “jH uತ� �  �ರತದ�  

ತಬರನ ಕJ ಎಂಬ N2 ಒಂ� (aಗwx T 
ಬಳAdy-3 z. ತಬರ jH uತ� �  �ರತದ 

Cವ9ದ�  ಮ23  jH uತ� � ದ Sತರದ 

ಎರr ಪ� Vಖ  {ಲಘಟx ಗಳ�  Aಲಸ 
Naದ 	� N1ಕ, Vಗ~  

ಮ23 ಆದಶ9ವ� Q3 ಮ23 ಶ� ಮ�ೕ5.ಆದ�,ಅವನ	� N1ಕ�, Vಗ~ �, ಶ� ಮ ಮ23  ಆದಶ9ಗ�� 

jH uತ� �  �ರತದ ಸNಜದ�  �ರವ, ಮನ) �, �� ಇಲ . ಅ�<  ಈ {ಲಘಟx ದ�  

ಅಪbಸ� A�  2s3 y-3 �. ಭ� ಷx �ಂಡ ಆ�Mಕ ಬ�ಕ()  �ೕrವ ತಬರM� �� �ೕಷರ 

{ಲm `q) T23  ಎಂ� ಪzಪ� ಅM) �-3 #ತ3 z. ಈ Lೕ- Nನ5ೕಯ�ಯ()  

ಕ���ಂr ಭ� ಷx �ಳ� �ದA�  jH uತ� �  �Qs3  ಎಂಬ ಪ� �)  ಕ�ಯ ಓ�ಗL� {rತ3 z” 

ಎಂ� 5ವL,ದ#. Sತರ TLೕ� {ಸರವ��  ಅವರ 8ತ� ಕJ, M�9ಶನ ಮ23  ತಬರನ 

ಕJಯ�  ನ�ಶ� ಗಳ()  8-� ೕಕರಣ Na#ವ ಬ�ಗಳ()  ಅವ# 5ವL,ದ#. ತರಗ-ಯ 

ಏಕsನ�ಯ()  �ೕLದ ಈ ,MN ರಸಗ� ಹಣ {ಯ9ಕ� ಮ ಯಶ,H d=2 . ಎಲ ರ 

ಪ� ��� 	ತ� ^=2. ಕನ) ಡ 5�ಗ ಮ23  � >ೕ� ��dT ನ+,�ಟx  ಈ 

{ಯ9ಕ� ಮ ಒಂ� ಅಪ�ಪದ {ಯ9ಕ� ಮ^T :ಖ<=2. 

 

World of Business Tycoons 

 On 19
th

 July 2019 the students were introduced to the 

world of business tycoons. Session was about top ten richest 
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persons in the world. Post that session was about different brands that are ruling the business field 

today. At the end we explained the inner meaning of slogans of 40 top brands of the world. 
 

 

To Gather - ಸ' ರ� 

ಜಯ)ಮ *+ಂದ�  ಒ.ಯ/ 

18 �� 2019 �� �S�ನ �  � ದ]ನ�  ¡¢# 

£jW ನದ 25i ಮbಜ ಜಯ ¤ಮ¥ಂದ�  ಒ+ಯ] ಅವರ()  

ಸk Lಸ<=2. ಜಯ¤ಮ¥ಂದ�  ಒ+ಯ] ಅವ# 18 �� 1919 

�� ಜM,ದ#. ಜಯ¤ಮ¥ಂದ�  ಒ+ಯ] ಅವ# 1940-50 ರವ�� 

ಜ�  �ರ ನ+,ದ¦ #. ಯ�§ಶದ �¨ಯ ಮbಜ ಆTದ¦  

ಒ+ಯ] 1964 ರ�  ಜ�  	ಲT ©�ಸ� ,:¦ �. ತತH ª« M 

£Tೕತಜ« , ಜMೕ-ಜ« , ಉ:L, :M ಎಂz<  y#-,�ಂaದ¦  

ಒ+ಯ] ಅವರ ಬ¬Vಖದ ವ� Q3 ತH  ಮ23  jಧ¨ಯ()  ಅವರ ರ¨ಯ ವಷ9ದ 

ಜನk �ನ®� ¨ನ¯ Na�ಳ� <=2.  
 

 

0ಗ2 3ಂ. 

19 �� 2019 �� �S�ನ �  � ದ]ನ�  nಗY 

	ಂ+ಯ ಅವರ ಜನk  �ನದ ಅಂಗ^T ಅವರ ವ� Q3 ತH  ಮ23  ಅವರ 
jಧ¨ಯ()  ಸk Lಸ<=2. nಗಲ 	ಂ+ �ರತದ ಪ� ಥಮ 

jH uತ� �  £ � ಮದ ¬sತk  ಎಂ� ±� ತ#. ಅವ# ಈ�x  

ಇಂad ²ಪMಯ �� �ಷರ ³ನ� ದ�  ,	=dT 
AಲಸNr-3 ದ¦ #. ´5ಮb] ಎಂಬ µ� ಹk ಣ Z�ಂಬದ� – 

ಉತ3 ರ ಪ� �ಶದ ಬ� d �� ಯ qಗವಹ�� ಯ�  19 �� 1827 �� 

ಜM,ದ nಗY 	ಂ+, ತಮk  ಅವ# 22i ವಯ,¶ ನ�  1849ರ�  ಈ�x  ಇಂad 

²ಪMಯ()  ©Lದ#. Sತರ 1857 ರ�  �� �ಷರ ·� nಗಲ 	ಂ+ Naದ ಆಕ� ಮಣ� 

�ರತದ ಪ� ಥಮ jH uತ� �  £ � ಮದ �ಪವ()  ಪ+=2. ಈ o )̈ �ಯ�  �ರ-ೕಯ 

jH uತ� �  £ � ಮದ ¸ದಲi ¹ೕಟ ರ ಎಂ� nಗY 	ಂ+ಯ()  
ಕ�ಯ<yತ3 z. 

 

50
th

 Anniversary of the Moon landing 
 

50 years ago, NASA’s Apollo 11 mission changed our world 

and ideas of what is possible by successfully landing humans on the 

surface of the moon—and bringing them home safely —for the first 

time in history. Today’s video Doodle celebrates this moment of 

human achievement by taking us through the journey to the moon 
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and back, narrated by someone with firsthand knowledge of the epic event: former astronaut and 

Apollo 11 command module pilot Michael Collins. 

    ಯಶ5 – 7ವ8  
ಬಣ9 ದ :ಳ<ಗ=-ಬಣ9 ದ ಕನ>ಗ= (ಕವನ) 

?�ೕ, ಕ�®� ಬಣº ದ �ಳZಗP 

ಬM)  ಬಣº  ಬಣº ದ 

ಕನ�ಗಳ {ಣಬM) ... 
 

ª-ಮತತತH ಗಳ 
ವಗ9ವಣ9ಗಳ 
�ಂಗ»ದಗಳ ಮ�2 

ಇq) ದ� 

¹ಸ ಕನ�ಗಳ()  {ಣಬM)  
 

B� ೕ- �) ೕಹ ¼bದ9�ಯ ಮನದ�  lತ3 ಬM)  
Nನವ ಜನk ದ �� ೕಷ½ �ಯ ಅLಯಬM)  
Vಂ�ನವL� ¹ಸಬ�ಕ()  ¾ೕರಬM)  
ʼನಮk ಂ�Mೕ�Mಮk ಂ�q�ʼ ಎಂ�jರಬM)  

 

ಬM) , ಬಣº  ಬಣº ದ 

ಕನ�ಗಳ {ಣಬM)  
ಅ�ಗಳ ನನ� NಡಬM)  

 

- �.��ೕ�.�.ಎ�, ಸbಯಕ 	� !� ಪಕ# 

(@. 7ಂ. �A8 B� C*D EFದ Cತ� ದ G� ೕರ�Hಂದ ಬIದ ಕವನ) 

 

        �� ೕJ  (ಕವನ) 

ಇ� £¿� ಅವಳ 
ÀಸLÁೕಣ ಎಂ� �ಂ+ .. 

ಆಗÂ ನ�ತ� ಗP �(Tದ� . 

ನ�ತ� ಗ�� ಅವಳ 
ÀಸLÁೕಣ ಎಂ��ಂ+ ... 

ಆಗÂ E�ರ �ಳ�ಂಗಳ ಹರaದ . 

�ಳ�ಂಗ�� ಅವಳ 
ÀಸLÁೕಣ ಎಂ��ಂ+ . .. 

ಆಗÂ ಎzಯ ,ೕ�2 ತಣº ¨ಯ  � . 

 �� ಅವಳ 
ÀಸLÁೕಣ ಎಂ��ಂ+ 

ಆಗÂ Vಂª¨ಯ Ãಬy .. 

Vಂª¨� ಅವಳ 
ÀಸLÁೕಣ ಎಂ��ಂ+ .. 

ಆಗÂ ಹQ� ಗಳ ಕಲರವ .. 

ಇaೕ ಪ� Ä-Å ಅವcT#^ಗ 



ಒÆk Â

*KL � ೕಯ M 

 

1.30ರವ��

5:� O9
�ಗ^T
�ೕ�qಟಕಗಳ()

�́ ಣಹ��

ವನ�

Çಲಕ

Èx Éೕಯ ©^ Êೕಜ¨ಯ 

ಇದ()  ನ+,�ಟx #. 5:� O9ಗP
 

 India of My Dreams

India is one of the few nations on the earth which have retained some of their ancient 

institutions although they have been overlaid with superstition and error. But she has 

hitherto shown an inherent capacity for purging herself of error and superstition.

faith in her ability to solve the economic problems that face her millions has never 

been so bright as it is today.  
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ªÀgÀ¢UÁgÀgÀÄ 
qÁ. ©. J¸ï. ¸ÀÄ¢Ã¥ï, ªÀÄÄRå¸ÀÜgÀÄ, PÀ£ÀßqÀ «¨sÁUÀ
 

bÁAiÀiÁavÀæ PÀÈ¥É 
qÁ. ¥Àæ¨sÁPÀgÀ PÉ. «. ¤zÉÃð±ÀPÀgÀÄ 
qÁ. ©. J¸ï. ¸ÀÄ¢Ã¥ï, ªÀÄÄRå¸ÀÜgÀÄ, PÀ£ÀßqÀ «¨sÁUÀ
²æÃ C¤¯ï. JA, ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀ ¥ÁæzsÁå¥ÀPÀgÀÄ, EAVèµï «¨sÁUÀ
PÀÄ.¦æAiÀiÁAPÀ.JA.J£ï, ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀ ¥ÁæzsÁå¥ÀPÀgÀÄ, ªÁtÂdå±Á¸ÀÛç «¨sÁUÀ

q ಏ¨ಂ� ಕ�ಯ� ? 

B� ೕ- ಎಂಬ ÀಸL�x  
ಎzಯ�  ಬ8Ë �x z¦ ೕ¨ . 

ಈ ಎ<  �ಶ� ಗಳ {ವ�  
ಒÆk Â ಹರaದ ಅ(ಭವÌಂ�� 

- X� ೕ �ಬ� ಮಣ� . A. ಆ], ಸbಯಕ

M  NೕಜOHಂದ @ೕP Qಟಕಗಳ

ಪ� ದಶ�ನ 

20 �� 2019 ರ ಶM^ರ ಮ!� ಹ)

ರವ�� Èx Éೕಯ ©^ Êೕಜ¨ಯ 

5:� O9 ಮ23  5:� O9Mಯ# �S�ನ 
�ಗ^T {Â�ನ ಆವರಣದ�  55ಧ 5ಷಯಗಳ()
�ೕ�qಟಕಗಳ()  ಪ� ದX9,ದ#. £¤L MಯಮಗP

�́ ಣಹ�� , �� ಬ¤Íೕ �� ಪ�Íೕ, ಸH ಚÎ

ವನ�  £ರ�� ZL2 ಉತ3 ಮ ಕJ, £�ಷ� ಮ23

Çಲಕ 5:� O9ಗಳ�  ªÏ-ಯ()  

{ಯ9ಕ� ಮÐ{Lಗcದ Z.B� dಂಕ ಎಂ

5:� O9ಗP ಮ23  {Â�ನ 	� !� ಪಕ�ಲ # ಉಪ,W ತLದ¦ #

India of My Dreams  - M. K. Gandhi 

India is one of the few nations on the earth which have retained some of their ancient 

institutions although they have been overlaid with superstition and error. But she has 

hitherto shown an inherent capacity for purging herself of error and superstition.

faith in her ability to solve the economic problems that face her millions has never 

Young India, 6
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, PÀ£ÀßqÀ «¨sÁUÀ 

ªÀÄÄRå¸ÀÜgÀÄ, PÀ£ÀßqÀ «¨sÁUÀ 
, ¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀ ¥ÁæzsÁå¥ÀPÀgÀÄ, EAVèµï «¨sÁUÀ 

¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀ ¥ÁæzsÁå¥ÀPÀgÀÄ, ªÁtÂdå±Á¸ÀÛç «¨sÁUÀ   

ಸbಯಕ 	� !� ಪಕ# 

Qಟಕಗಳ 

ಮ!� ಹ)  12.30 Lಂದ 

 ಸH Ñ©ವಕ 

 {ಯ9ಕ� ಮದ 

5ಷಯಗಳ()  ZLತ 
MಯಮಗP, ÀÒº  

ಸH ಚÎ  �ರತ ಮ23  

ಮ23  ಅlನಯದ 

Ça,ದ#. 

ಎಂ. ಎf ಅವ# 

ಉಪ,W ತLದ¦ #. 

India is one of the few nations on the earth which have retained some of their ancient 

institutions although they have been overlaid with superstition and error. But she has 

hitherto shown an inherent capacity for purging herself of error and superstition. My 

faith in her ability to solve the economic problems that face her millions has never 

Young India, 6-8-‘25 

Photo Corner 


